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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a design and implementation method of DPLL frequency synthesizer system.

Such a system offers many advantages such as minimum complex architecture, low power

consumption, and a maximum use of large scale integration technology. It can be used in many

applications as cordless telephones, rnobile radios and other wireless products. A (2.4 - 3.6) GHz
frequency range is designed and implemented with a 100KHz frequency step size. A spurious

output levels of -70 dBc, an output power should be greater than 10 dBm, and a phase noise less

then (-100) dBc/Hz at 100 kHz ofl'set from the carier are considered in our design. The channel

selection is guided by digital gating circuits with thumbwheel switches. An option of PI\4

modulation of 5 MHz FM bandwidth is also included.
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INTRODUCTION
A Phase Locked Loop (PLL) is an electronic system, which synchronizes an internal controlled
oscillator, in frequency and phase, with an extemal input signal. More precisely, the PLt, is a servo
systern, lvhich controls the phase of its output signal in such a way that the phase error between
output phase and reference phase to a minimum while output signal frequency is the same as input
one. The input/output signal can either be sine wave or square wave. I'he PLL can be used ai a
frequency synthesizer by placing a loop divider (frequency divider) in the feedback paflr
[Gurshararr Reehal 5, Juhn Salvey and Stephanos Thompoulos, 1997].
T'he system design can be achieved as an integer N frequency synthesizer or as a fiactional-N
frequency synthesizer. The integer N system introduces many limitations as a large divide ratio, a
small reference frequency, and a small loop bandwidth. While the fractional-N frequency
synthesizer.cvercomes the above limitations and introduces many advantages as, almost arbitrary
frequencv resolution, fast frequency switching speed, less phase noise caused by VCO, and small
divide ratio, less phase noise [Samuel Michael Palermo, 1999].
Principle disadvantage of fractional-N frequency synthesizer is spurious outputs, which are cause<J
by the periodic change in the divide ratio.

SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
This paper deals with a design of a fractional N digital phase locked loop synthesizer ccrresponding
to the given requirements. The synthesizer is designed and implemented according to the iequired
specifications by using a new technology with high quality and mini-size components; where it
LISes a mini-size VCO, Surface Mount Devices Technology (SMT) of 8 pins prescalers, SMT 50O
mini-size amplifier, SMT mini-size chip resistors and chip capacitors. All these components with a
frequency range up to 4 GHz. The proposed system is given in Fig. (1) which consisrs of; voltage
controlled oscillator VCO, prescaler divides by 4 at (4)GHZ range, dual rnodulus prescaler divides
b,v 64165 at lGHz range, wide band power amplifier at 4GHZ range, programmable fi'equency
divider, Crystal oscillator as a reference oscillator, phase/frequency detector and lock detect Circuit
loop filter, suppression filter, and channels lookup table circuits and thumbwheel switches.
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Volttaee Controlled Oscillator (VCO)
Tire voltige-controlled oscittator useO in the system is an 8 pins rnetal package and has the

following Characteristics of : Frequency range of 2100-4000 MHz, output power of 10 dBm, tune

voltage of (1-20) V, tuning sensitivity of (30-50) MHzN, power supply of 8V and 30 mA, SSB

phasre noise at IKHZ offset of (-70) dBclLlz" at l0 kllz offset (-95) dBc/Hz, at 100 kHz offset
(-11:i)dBc/Hz. and 1 kHz offset (-135) dBclllz [Mini Circuit, 2000].
fig. {2) sltows a VCO test circuit. A measurernent of the frequency

r
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Fig.(2). The VCO phase noise and spurious
measrrement circuit

-spectrum of the VCO at 2700MHzis achieved by using the circuit in Fig. (3).

The phase noise can be measured by using the spectrum analyzer corresponding to the following
relationship:
Phase noise: tN-S) dB -10 log (RB) HZ) dBc lHz (1)
Where N is a noise power at frequency offset in dBm, S is a signal power in dBm, RB is a
resolution l:andwidth in Hz [Manassewitsch V. 10].
fire spurious level can be measured as follow:
Spurious le;"el = (spurious signal power-signal porver) dBc 12)
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Fig.(3 a) VCO characteristics, b) spectrum of VCO at 1900 MHz

Pltase@
A PD circuit is shown in Fig. (4), which is available in several versions as a single c.hip (IC). It
provides an indication of frequency error when the loop is out of lock, so it is called a phase-

h'equenrcy detector (PFD) [Gardner F. M, 1979).

VCO
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T'he PFD has two output terminals, labeled $R and QV. The low (pulled down) condition is ac.tive
wliile the high condition is inactive on each terminal. Both $R and QV can be high simultaneously,
but not low. Fig. (5) shows duty ratio of PFD. The timing diagram of PFD is shown in Fig. (6),
where dp and dv ate the duty ratio of $R and $V outputs respectively, ed is a phase difference
betr.veen f11and fv It can be seen that the active phase range is =360"( MOTOROLAI995, Dhafer
R.Zasharl997).
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Fig. (a) Phdse- frequency detector Fig. (5) Duty ratio of phase-frequency detector

The phase detector conversion gain (KQ) can be found from Fig" (5) as follows:

Ko = A!3!! = 
t', o! . = 

=s!.v) 
,, v I rad (3)' Afirn 21 2n(rad)

Where: AVout is the peak PFD voltage change : power supply voltage (5V). While A$in is the
input phase difference in radians, it is a 2n not 4n, because one part of PFD is active according the
elTor.
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Prescalers
There are two used prescalers in the system, as shown in Fig.(7). The first prescaler is a divider by

four, used up to (4) GHz frequency range. It is an eight pins plastic package (SMT) device.

Second prescaler is a dual modulus clivide by lafiil divider, up to a lGlIz frequency range; it is an

eight pins plastic package SMT device. It has an extemai control called modulus control (MC) to
select the division ratio 64 or 65, this control signal is generated by swallow counter to make the

synthesizer in a fractional mode.

=r"*f
fvc.',

(241GHZ

Fr"t,'R

F,to Rar Rez

Fig.(8) Reference frequency divider

Fou,

To divider

Modulus control
from swallow counter

Fig.(7) Prescaler connection

Mr'

To PD fv

As-+ A5 Nq-+ Ne

6bit+A l0bit+N
counter setting counler setting

Fig.(g) Programmable Divider

4

F,ot

Input

Blogrammable Divirlers And Swallow Counter
There are two programmable dividers in the system, see Fig. (I):

Reference Frequencv Divider (R divider)
It is a selectable divider of eight possible division ratios. Fig.(8) shows its configuration, u'here R46,

Rqr, RA2 are an address code to select the division ratio as detailed in Table (1). There is a

possibility of using maximum input frequency up to 20 MHz with this type of divider

[MOTOROLA9, Asmaa Numan Mahir 1994].

Table (i) possible division ratios

Address Code Division
ratioRo, Ro' R^n

0 0 0 8

0 0 I 64
0 i 0 128

0 I I 256
I 0 0 512
I 0 I 1024

I I 0 I 160

I I I 2048

Prescaler 2
+64165

Prescaler 1

+4

+R
Divider Progranrmable divider
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'fhe N and Prosrammable Dividers with Modulus Control (M Generation
I-his part uses the
output of this part
the error signal.
N{odulus control signal is generated to control the division ratio of second prescaler (P2) to generate
a frtrctional mode action. N address provides the data is preseted into +N counter when it reaches
the count of zero. An address defines the ntunber of clock cycles of input frequency that require
logic zero nn the modulus control output. This divider generate MC as following, see Fig. (f0):
a- At starting MC :0, prescaler ratio = P2*1 :65, and (+A) counter will begin to count from (0)

to (9A.1s.

b- When (+A) counter become 0, IvIC become l, second prescaler division ratio is P2 : 64, and
this case remains still until (-.N) counter is counting the rest (N-A).

c- After (+-N) counter counts the rest (N-A), MC will become 0 and +A counter will start to count
frorn 0 to A again and the operation is repeated periodically, [MOTOROLA1995],

Norv it can be derive the formula of the input frequency (f1) in terms of output frequency (f3) and
division ratio P2, N, and A as follow; see Itig. (15):

output of second prescalers to divide it by a programmed ratio, see Fig. (9). The
feeds the phase detector to compare with reference frequency, and then generates

fz = Nft

fi ='Pzfz ,whenMC =l
= (pz + L).fz , **hen MC = 0

lt can be found (fr) by averaging two cases of equation (5) as follow:

fr = fzPz#- fr(p, *D#

-t- .fzhA,fzPzA
-.t2y2 -- ,rV --N

= frwr, * d)

Substitute equation (4) in equation (6),

(4)

(s)

(6)*tr#

J, = fr(Npr.+ A)

A<N,A<pz-1 i
)

(7)

F'ronr equation (7), it is clear that N represents an integer part of P2 and A is a fractional part of pz.
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Fig.(10) Modulus control generation timing diagram.
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Iteference Oscittatm
In order to provide a stable reference frequency, a crystal oscillator must be used. A fundamental
rnode crystal of parallel resonant at the desired operation frequency is connected as in Fig.(11),
which is defined as a pierce crystal oscillator.
A crystal characteristic of 4MHz frequency, toleranc e al 25 C"of 20 parts per million (PPM),
'Iemperature stability of 50 PPM, and load capacitance of 30 pF is used in the oscillator. In our

application"Jon't need a very low tolerance and high temperature stability crystal oscillator. There

are guide lines that provide a reasonable compromise between IC capacitance, IC input/output
capacitance, and crystal shunt load capacitance (CL).

Xtal
RIl

Fig.(l1) CMOS pierce crystal

D'I*

f

Loop Filter
A.ctive filter in Fig.(12) is used as a loop filter where it provides a better tracking performance

IQUA1,COIvIM ASIC PRODUCT l98s].
'fhe phase detector outputs are high frequency large amplitude pulse signals, these pulses on the
input of loop filter op-amp can cause nonlinear saturation in the arnplifier. One solution is to
pre-filter the error pulses before they reach the active filter by inserting an RC low pass section by
splitting R1.

C R,I

CC
R1/2

0R

0v

R1/2

R1/2

(vT)

R1/2
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)

Fig. (12) Loop filter circuit diagram
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Suppress-iqlllllg
ffr. tufrpr.5i.r" frtter consists of a band reject filter follorved by a low pass filter, see Fig.(13). The

bnnil reject filter is used to reject the reference frequency fO. While the low pass filter is used to

1s:ject the harnlonics of f/.
fr

C1

RR.
Rl Rl R1 olp

1a Ra C2 C3

2C J ;

0.5R

Rb

Fig.(l 3) circuit diagram of'suppression filter

Type u|' banctr reject t-rlti:r is a twin-T with positive feed back; Fig.(14) shows its frequency

rel;ponsc'.

Ctrarlnels LorlkJp Table Circuit and Thuqrbrvheel Switches
A, three thumlrwheel switches connected with a two 16k byte EPROM's are used, see Fig.(l). T'he

tJ.rumb well s'witches select the number of channel from 0 to 399, i.e. frequency from 2.4-to'3.6
lvlFlz with I lly'rIfz step size, I'he EPROM's is used as a lookup table to convert the code of thumb

rveiI switches to the binary code of programmable frequency dividers.

Gain (dBm)

o

Frq.

b-ig. (la) Freq. response of twin T filter,
[Arther Williams 1 988].
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B1qrryr4Aryrpl1[er
A 50Q input/output impedance, (SMT) miniature amplifier covering the DC to 4 GtlZ frequency
range with up to (10) dBm typical output po\^rer is used in the system. Fig.(15) shows the power
amplifier a:,J the connection.

VCC

10 dBm 4 dBm
18 dBm output

4 dBm

to presculer

Fig. (15) Power Amplifier

TEST AND MEASUREMENTS
In this secdrn will test the performance of the system with respect to the design specification such

as frequenoy range, minimum step size, phase noise, spurious output, output power, power
fluctuation versus frequency, and FM modulation. A spectrum analyzer used to measure the

frequency dornain measurements. and oscilloscope used to rneasure the tirne dornain measurements,
f'unction generator used to feed the base band signal to the part of FM modulation in the synthesizer.
A GPIB bus is used tfuough a PC to store the results.

Frequencv Range and Step Size
The synthesizer must be covered a range of frequencies from 2.4 GHZ to 3.6 GHZ with step size I
MHz. l-ig. (16a) shows frequencies (2-4) GHZ with step size l0 MHz, and Fig. (16b) shows
frequencies from 3950 MHz to 3050 MHz with step size I MHz.

S purious Qutputs Measurements
It will be choose frequencies (2700,2900,3100) MHz as samples to measure the spurious outputs
and phase noise. Fig. (17) shows the spectrum of different six cases, Table (3) shows the spurious
values ofthese cases.

Tekt.onix RFRLVL 20 DBM CF 3000 MI1Z SPAN 200MHZ Tektronix RFRLVL 20 DBI{ Cr l0O0 MIIZ SPAN loM}lz

I

I \,/
\/ \/

ueB 19 B/ 8ll I00 uuH ,.0 Ee IBSAI 3OE tofz UI3 !0 00/ ett rI, tIIDlr t0 xE

(b)

Fig. (16) synthesizer output spectrum

VCO Resistive
Power splitter

AMP

Ull,r,/ iJ lluti lllu ulI'Jt r/ull

I

(a)
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Phase Noisl Measurement
The phase noise will be measured as a single side band (SSB) phase noise according to
equation (l):

(Phase noise) s5s : [(noise power at offset - signal pou,er) dB
.10 log (resolution bandwidth) HZI dBC lHz.

Tablc (4) shovvs the phase noise measurement of different six cases from the synthesized. tr'ig. (lB)
shows spectrum of the fifth case.

Frequencv Stabilifi' with Ternperature
l'his feature is measured at different frequencies. Using a heat gun to increase the temperature of
the synthesizer and a digital temperature meter to measure the temperature variation. The frequency
variation is measured by using spectrum analyzer.
The temperature frequency depending on the temperature stability of crystal oscillator that used as a
ref-erence oscillator, where the stability at any fi'equency can be fbund as follows:
max..frequincy drift at(f) = f (MHz)xcrystal ,stability(PPm)Hz (g)

The crystal that used in reference oscillator has a 50 PPM temperature stability therefbre the
maximum drift at 3100 MHz due to temperature effect is:

max.driftr at3100MHZ = 3100x50 = 155KHZ.

()-utnut Power and Fower Fluctuation Versus Frequencv
The output power must be at least 10 dBm rvith fluctuation less then 3dB. fig.(16) shows the power
variation with respect the frequency.

F"LI Modulation
fig.(19) shows FM modulation spectrum with different output frequency and same base-band
(335 kHz). It can be seen that the FM bandwidth of the three cases is not completely similar,
because the VCO is uot completely linear around the frequency band [Paul H.Young 1985,
I{ayrvard \ '.H. 19821.
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Fig. (17) Spurious outputs corresponding to the measured frequency (center frequency)

Table (3) spurious outputs measurement

72ft = 2700 MHz, span = 10 MHz
72fs:2700 MHz, span :200 MHz
7tfc:2900 MHz, span: l0 MHz

fc = 2900 MHz, span: 2A}MkIz 74
fc = 3100IvIHz, span: l0 MHz 74

fc.:11001\4H2, span = 2A0MHz 72
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Fig. ( I 8) Pl.ase noise at synthesized frequency Fs:3 I 00 of a span= 1 MHz (left) and a span
of 0.1 MHz (right)

Table (4) phase noise measurements.

'l ekrrcnix R-FRL\I. 20 DBM CF J 100 MtlZ SPAN l0 lv{HZ Tekronix RFRLVL 20 DBM CF I 100 MHZ SPAN O. IMHZ

fll \/1["
II it illil il lliil 

"

il
II ]i II ll

lt
I

ill
4tl -!hrf {rul, ll pllr |'9#IM 4+tt

uEn 10 I)8/ 8tI 3508 U[DD{ 18 tHZ nlsDr 18 nZ u[R l8 IIl/ e?r 30!B UEIBI 19 l{t€ IESD| 108 l{U

Fig. (19) FM modulation at frequency 3100 MHz of BWpy:6.7M[z(left) and
BWr1a:4.0MHz (right)

CONCI,USIONS
The implemented synthesizer is a single loop fractional [N) digital phase locked loop o1e. It is
designed to cover (2.4-3.6) GHZ frequency band with I MHz frequency step size. The
measurements show results of spurious outputs less than -70 dBc, a phase noise less than -100
dBclHZ at 100 kl{z offset from carrier, output power is l0 dBm, ancl this provides FN{ ntodulation
facility of more than 5MHz bandwidth. Thumb wheel switches on front panel used to select the
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frequency. It provides the typical solution for the given requirements. In the same time, it is
inexpensive, save hardware and provides good spurious suppression and iow power consumption.
The results show that the phase noise is improved inspect of the noise due to the phase detector,
dividers, op amps, filters, and when the multiplication ratio is high.
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